Official Judging Sheet
Buckingham Division • Mono Acts • 2 - 4 minutes

Location: ___________________ Adjudicator: ___________________ Time: __________
Round Number: _______________________________________________________
Participant Number: ________________________________________________
Play: ______________________________________________________________
Act: _______ Scene: ____________________________
Character: ____________________________

PS [ ]

**VOICE**
Diction (articulation, variety) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
Projection (volume, clarity) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

**BODY**
Physicalization (appropriate to character, consistancy) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
Blocking & Movement (appropriate to action of scene) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

**CHARACTER**
Motivation (clear and believable) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
Emotion (true and believable) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
Objectives (specifically met) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

**TEXT**
Language (clarity, pronunciation) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
Understanding (clarity of ideas, concentration, focus) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
Degree of Difficulty [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

Circle Strengths, Underline Weaknesses

Final Rank [ ]
(End in order of excellence, 1=highest, 2,3,4, all others rank 5)

Overall Effectiveness [ ]
(Rank based on above S,E,G,F)

COMMENTS:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________